What You Should Know About DigiLabs Photo Software:

1. Efficient workflow optimizing speed, automation and quality: Software delivers high quality, print-ready vector PDF that is sent directly to the printer. No need for server/server software.

2. Supporting multiple deployment models: DigiLabs solutions support online home ordering, home-to-store and/or in-store, deployment models.

3. Modular Approach: DigiLabs offers fully customized client software for free unlimited distribution with simple integration with back-office solutions. Additionally, fully managed back-office services including branded shopping cart is offered as needed.

4. Unprecedented Customization: Unlike most solutions, DigiLabs is full-blown authoring software that allows users to place and move images, text, and graphics anywhere.

5. Unparalleled Speed And Ease of Use.

6. Compelling Business Model: One-time licensing fee; No click fees or percents.
7. The Power of Vector PDFs: DigiLabs solutions produce vectorized print-ready PDFs that support off-line image enhancement and image-level color management for highest image quality. It also supports text rendering at highest possible quality.

8. Global In Scope: DigiLabs client software is self-contained with many user interface languages, set by users’ OS language and switchable on demand. These include English, Chinese, Spanish, German, French, Portuguese, Japanese, Italian, Korean and many more. Also users can use any font in literally any language.

9. Richly Customized, Private Label Software (not just a logo): DigiLabs customizes software for licensees with branding, product selection and sizes, artwork including backgrounds, templates and layouts as well FTP and shopping cart integration.

10. Progressive features: online sharing, ability to incorporate protected 3rd party content, optional JPEG output, drop files on CD/removable media at store, and more.

11. Time To Market: DigiLabs delivers fully customized, private label version in as little as two weeks.

12. Integrated with leading back-end and image enhancement solutions.

“After testing several solutions, we found Digilabs’ software to be both easy to use as well as deliver robust customization and speed that we believe is unmatched in the industry”

Paul C. Kimball
President and Chief Operating Officer
CPQ Professional Imaging

Unparallel integration with the web:
End-users can share books online (as a flip through books), and receive downstream ongoing live information from Licensee. Coming soon users can get images from online web sharing sites and incorporate within photo products.


Server-Free Architecture

Typical
Client software interfaces with a central server, which produces a print-ready PDF for a digital press

DigiLabs Server-Free Architecture
DigiLabs server free architecture delivers more deployment models, at lower cost. And a self-contained solution with local control and no font and language dependency.
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